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Recent works reported planar and conical azimuthally degenerated nematic anchorings. Here we predict an
additional “anticonical” degenerated anchoring. Its energy presents two minima, parallel and perpendicular to
the substrate plane, separated by a conical energy barrier. We realize this bistable anchoring on a grafted
polymer brush and we observe temperature-driven transitions between the conical, planar, and anticonical
degenerated anchorings. Under electric field we break the anticonical anchoring and switch between its bistable
states.
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The alignment and the anchoring of nematic liquid crys-
tals �NLCs� on the boundary surfaces is important for both
fundamental research and applications. In the bulk, the order
parameter tensor Q= �3/2�S�nn-I /3� orientation, defined by
the director n, is arbitrary. Surface interactions broke the
rotational invariance of Q and define some “easy” axes ne
for the surface director ns orientation. For the most common
monostable anchorings ne is unique and any deviation �ns
=ns−ne costs some anchoring energy W��ns�. In a first ap-
proximation W��ns� can be presented as a sum of two inde-
pendent zenithal and azimuthal Rapini-Papoular �RP� cos2

terms �1�,

W��s,�s� = −
1

2
Azen cos2��s − �e� −

1

2
Aaz cos2��s − �e�

where �s, �s are the spherical coordinates of ns and Azen, Aaz
are the anchoring strength coefficients.

Bistable or multistable anchorings, with several distinct
easy axes, have been reported on cleaved crystals �2�, evapo-
rated SiO films �3�, and nanostructured �4,5� polymers. Con-
tinuously degenerated anchorings, with energy minimized on
an “easy surface” instead of on a manifold of distinct easy
axes, could also exist. By symmetry reasons, zenithal degen-
eration cannot be expected; the surface normal N is a par-
ticular direction, due to the intrinsic asymmetry of the
nematic-substrate interface and the strong order gradients
�Q along N. On the contrary, on isotropic surfaces all the
azimuthal directions are equivalent and Aaz should vanish.
On solid substrates the azimuthal degeneration is often hin-
dered by the anchoring memory �6–8�. However, memory-
free degenerated alignments on polymer surfaces were re-
cently reported, either planar �Pl�, with “easy plane” defined
by �s=� /2 �9� or conical �Co�, with “easy cone” �s=�c
�� /2 �10�.

The simple RP approximation is inadequate for multi-
stable and degenerated anchorings. Higher order terms in
cos � �and eventually zenithal-azimuthal coupling terms �3��
are needed in this case, e.g., a large cos4 � term is required

�10� to explain the conical anchoring. Recently, Fournier and
Galatola �11� described degenerated anchorings by introduc-
ing Q4 terms in the surface energy expansion, leading to
large non-RP terms in W��s ,�s�. Large, high-order terms
have been experimentally detected close to anchoring transi-
tions, driven by the temperature or by the surface treatment,
e.g., the monostable-bistable transition on SiO �12� or the
homeotropic-tilted transition on rubbed polyimide �13�.

Here we discuss the most general symmetry-allowed form
of the azimuthally degenerated anchoring energy. Including
large non-RP terms, we predict an anticonical anchoring with
two energy minima, planar degenerated and homeotropic,
separated by a conical energy barrier. We realize this bistable
anchoring on a grafted polymer and we observe temperature-
driven transitions between the three degenerated anchoring
states—conical, planar, and anticonical. Under moderate
electric field we break the anticonical anchoring and we
switch between the bistable states.

For azimuthally degenerated anchorings the anchoring en-
ergy W=W��s� is �s independent. The symmetry of the sur-
face �revolution� and of the nematic �inversion� imposes
W��s�=W�−�s�=W��±�s�. The most general form of W��s�
is given by the Fourier expansion

W��S� =
1

2
� cos�2�S� +

1

4
� cos�4�s� +

1

6
	 cos�6�s�

+
1

8
� cos�8�s� + . . . , �1�

where � is the RP term and � ,	 , . . . are higher order contri-
butions. Keeping only � and minimizing, we obtain either Pl
degeneration ��
0� or monostable homeotropic �Ho� state
���0�. To describe the Co state we need higher order terms
�for simplicity we keep here only �, see the discussion below
about 	 ,� , . . .�.

The “phase” diagram of the anchoring, obtained by mini-
mization of W��s� is presented in Fig. 1�a�. For ���
2���, the
anchoring is planar ��
0� or homeotropic ���0�. For
2�
 ��� the anchoring is conical, with energy maxima
for �s=0, � /2 and a minimum on the easy cone �c

= 1
2 arccos�−� /2��. The Pl and Co degenerated anchorings*Corresponding author. Email address: i.dozov@nemoptic.com
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have been already reported experimentally �9,10�. For 2�
�−���, however, a qualitatively different anchoring is ob-
tained: W��� has two minima for �s=0,� /2 and is maxi-
mized on the “difficult cone” �c= 1

2 arccos�−� /2��. This an-
ticonical �Ac� anchoring is bistable; the two minima
�homeotropic and planar� are separated by the difficult cone
energy barrier.

By analogy with the phase transitions �14�, we expect
anchoring transitions when � and � vary. Plotting for �
0
the absolute energy minimum �m, we obtain two second-
order �continuous� transitions �Fig. 1�b��, Pl-Co and Co-Ho,
already reported experimentally �15�. Due to the high-order
terms in Eq. �1�, the anchoring strength remains finite at
these transitions. Only at �=�=0 we obtain W��s��0 and
first-order Ho-Pl transition, never reported and quite improb-
able �there are no symmetry arguments to justify �=�= . . .
=0�.

For ��0, the absolute energy minimum jumps from �m
=� /2 to �m=0 at the �=0 line, giving a first-order �discon-
tinuous� Pl-Ho transition. The Ac anchoring is then an analog
of the phase coexistence close to a first-order phase transition
�Fig. 1�c��; the Ho state is “superheated” up to �=−2�, the
Pl state is “supercooled” down to �=2�. Once more, the
anchoring barrier height remains finite at the transition.

In the experiments we use a grafted polystyrene �PS� sur-
face, reported �10� to give conical anchoring with
n-pentyl-cyanobyphenyl �5CB�. To modify the anchoring
�and hence � and �� to anticonical, we vary the nematic
compound and the PS grafting density. The results reported
here are obtained with 7CB on 10-nm-thick PS layer.

Monodisperse polystyrene, trichlorosilane �SiCl3� termi-
nated on one side, was synthesized and grafted �10,16� on
silicium wafers �for ellipsometric measurements� and on
indium-tin oxide �ITO� covered glass plates �for the anchor-

ing studies�. The average dry thickness hdry of the layer is
adjusted in the range 25–150 Å by grafting density varia-
tion. The active SiCl3-terminated polymer is mixed in con-
trolled proportion Ract with inert PS. During the grafting the
two species are in competition for adsorption and/or chemi-
cal reaction with the surface. Toluene washing after the graft-
ing removes the inert polymer, leaving a film with thickness
hdry controlled by Ract. The ellipsometric measurements of
hdry on the wafer and on the ITO-covered plates �with lower
precision� are in reasonable agreement, showing good repro-
ducibility of the grafting. The results presented here are ob-
tained with hdry=102±5 Å and average distance between the
grafting points D=21.2±0.4 Å. The ratio hdry /D�5 shows
that the grafted layer is in a brush regime. The grafted brush
is stable, without anchoring properties variation, after several
months in contact with the NLC.

Qualitatively, we identify the anchoring state by observa-
tion of the texture defects. The PS-grafted substrate is
mounted in a cell holder �9�, enabling variation of the cell
gap d�1–100 �m�, to twist the cell at an arbitrary angle and
to change at will the counterplate �typically ITO-covered
spherical lens with strong planar or homeotropic anchoring�.
Quantitative results are obtained by electro-optic measure-
ments, using thin �d�1.5 �m� sealed cells with one PS-
grafted substrate and a planar anchoring counterplate �both
of them ITO covered�. The thin cell ensures fast bulk relax-
ation ��10 ms�. Our experimental setup �17,18�, mounted on
a polarizing microscope, measures the optical retardation
L�U� as a function of the applied voltage U. The field is
applied in 100 kHz ac bursts to avoid artifacts related to
electrochemical degradation, ionic transport, and polar cou-
pling. During the burst, U varies continuously from zero up
to several volts and then back to zero, giving in one burst the
two-way electro-optical curve, detecting eventual hysteresis.
To smooth the data, 10–20 acquisitions are accumulated. At
low voltage, below the Fréedericksz �19� threshold UF, we
measure �10,17� the conic pretilt �c=� /2−�c. At stronger
fields, we detect the anchoring breaking threshold �10,20,21�,
continuous or discontinuous, giving the anchoring strength
d2W /d�s

2=2�+4�+. . ..
Cooling down from the isotropic phase, below the

nematic-isotropic transition �TNI=42.0 °C� we observe a
conical anchoring, with coexisting twin domains �Fig. 2�a��,
separated by mobile surface walls. From the �c measurement
we obtain � /�=2 cos�2�c�. At increasing U, ns rotates under
the dielectric torque diel��K33�sU / �dUF� �here K33=K11

and U�UF are supposed� and the birefringence decreases.
At a threshold voltage U��dUF�2�+4�+ . . . � / ��K33� we
observe �Fig. 2�d�� a second-order anchoring breaking
�10,20� on the PS substrate: ns rotates to the maximum of
W��s� at �s=0, and the anchoring torque anc=�W��s� /��s

vanishes. Above U�, �s�0 and all the birefringence comes
from the thin distorted region close to the strongly anchored
counterplate. From U� and �c we obtain the � ,� values,
plotted in Fig. 3�b�.

Upon decreasing the temperature, �c decreases �Fig. 3�a��
and at 30.5 °C we observe the Co-Pl transition: the conical
twin domains disappear �Fig. 2�b�� when the W��s=� /2�
maximum transforms into a minimum. The sharp threshold

FIG. 1. �Color online� Phase diagram for azimuthally degener-
ated anchorings. �a� Anchoring states as a function of the anchoring
strength parameters � and �. The insets show schematically the
energy function W��s� for the corresponding region. �b� Consecu-
tive second-order planar-conical and conical-homeotropic anchor-
ing transitions. �c� First-order planar-homeotropic transition with
hysteresis loop surrounding the anticonical anchoring domain.
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at U=UF confirms �c=0. Above T=25 °C the anchoring
breaking threshold U� still gives us the anchoring strength
2�+4�+. . ., but due to �c=0 we cannot obtain separately �
and �. Below 25 °C the electro-optical curve �Fig. 2�d��
shows a first-order anchoring breaking �20� with a hysteresis
loop, limited by the thresholds U�1 and U�2. This behavior,
already described for tilted monostable anchorings, is ex-
pected close to the Pl-Ac transition: the flat W��s=0� maxi-
mum transforms under field into a local minimum of the total
energy. At the thresholds U�1 and U�2 the surface director
jumps back and forth over the total-energy barrier, resulting
in finite jumps of the birefringence �L1 and �L2. In prin-
ciple, from U�1, U�2, �L1, and �L2 we can obtain the first
four coefficients in Eq. �1�. However, the precision of the
� ,� values obtained in this way is not satisfactory and these
data are not presented in Fig. 3�b� �see the discussion below
about 	 ,��0�.

Cooling again, the hysteresis loop enlarges, and at T
=16.4 °C we obtain U�2=0: the anticonical state is reached
and the metastable homeotropic minimum persists without
field. Under field the hybrid domains of Fig. 2�c� �homeotro-
pic on the Ac-plate� are favored and grow. Without field, they
transit back to the planar state by slow propagation �a few
seconds at 16 °C, several hours at 6 °C� of the Ac-anchoring

characteristic defects �Fig. 2�c��. The initial and final bire-
fringence values at U=0 differ by a factor �2, confirming
the transition from planar to hybrid texture. The � ,� path in
Fig. 3�b�, calculated from U�1 and �L1, is noisy and dis-
placed toward the planar anchoring region, due again to the
neglected 	 ,� , . . . terms.

Qualitatively, our observations agree with the simple
phase diagram on Fig. 1: the degenerated Co, Pl, and Ac
anchorings are obtained when � varies from strongly posi-
tive to strongly negative values. Numerical simulation of the
electro-optical curves, keeping the first four terms in Eq. �1�,
indicates non-negligible 	 ,� values, e.g., � /�=−0.26±0.09,
	 /�=0.05±0.03, � /�=0±0.05 at T=17.5 °C. The two-
dimensional �2D� diagrams on Figs. 1�a� and 3�b� are then
projections on the � ,�-plane of a more complex four-
dimensional �4D� phase diagram containing additional, more
complicated degenerated states, e.g., with two distinct easy
cones separated by an energy barrier.

The observed large values of � ,	 , . . . require more discus-
sion. To describe all the anchoring states and transitions in
the same formalism, we use in Eq. �1� a Fourier expansion,
instead of the usual Landau power series. There is no small
parameter and the convergence relies only on the expected
�22� fast decrease of the high-order coefficients. However,
the anchoring transitions and the anchoring breaking thresh-
olds are very sensitive to d2W /d�s

2 and hence, to the high-
order coefficients.

The physical origin of the observed large � ,	 , . . . is not
yet clear. Ordoelectricity �23�, arising from the strong order
gradient across the swollen PS, could explain large positive

FIG. 2. �Color online� Experimentally observed degenerated an-
chorings. Photographs �top� and schema of the textures �middle�.
�a� Conical state at T=32.5 °C identified by the twin domains. �b�
Planar state at T=24.5 °C, evidenced by the lack of defects. �c�
Anticonical state at T=7.5 °C with coexisting planar ��s=� /2� and
hybrid ��s=0� domains. �d� Electro-optical results. For clear sepa-
ration the Pl and the Ac curves have been shifted upward by 10 and
30 nm, respectively. The inset zooms on the anchoring breaking
regions.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Temperature variation of the anchoring
state. �a� Conical pretilt angle �c=� /2−�c. �b� Path of the state in
the � ,� phase space. The anchoring strength coefficients are renor-
malized with the splay elastic constant K11. The thick lines delimit
the three anchoring regions in Fig. 1. The symbols show the anchor-
ing state directly observed in the experiment.
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�-values �10� but cannot generate negative �, or higher
terms. Surface reorganization under torque could also result
in large non-RP terms. Some of our observations disagree
with the usual description of the anchoring as a simple elas-
tic response of the director to the applied torque . In the
planar state, for example, as a function of the field variation
rate, we observe either a first- or a second-order anchoring
breaking, suggesting a reorganization of the polymer-nematic
interface and fast ��10 ms� relaxation to a new equilibrium.
W��s� becomes then an implicit function of =��s�, with
torque-dependent coefficients. In our simple model, describ-
ing only equilibrium systems, this leads to apparent large
high-order coefficients.

The anticonical anchoring is promising for applications.
Unlike other bistable surfaces �4,24,25�, the Ac anchoring is
realized on isotropic and uniform substrates, without micro-
structuring. The bistable states, homeotropic and planar, are
optically the most distinct possible, ensuring a good contrast.
The high energy barrier between them provides good bista-

bility but with low switching threshold, �2 V/�m, com-
pared to 
6 V/�m for other weak anchoring �4,21,24,25�
surfaces. Bistable devices, using one or two Ac surfaces,
switching by polar coupling �16,26–28� or by dual-frequency
driving �29�, will be reported in a separate paper.

In conclusion, we show that large non-Rapini–Papoular
terms lead to a rich anchoring transition behavior on azi-
muthally degenerated surfaces. The predicted bistable anti-
conical anchoring and its transitions are observed experimen-
tally. The large non-RP coefficients could be attributed to a
torque-induced reorganization of the polymer chains swollen
by the ordered NLC. Understanding of the order transitions
in the thin, 2D-like interface could lead to the development
of different surface bistable nematic devices.
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